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In this thesis, registration methods for multi-modal medical images are reviewed 
with mutual information-based methods discussed in detail. Since it was proposed, 
mutual information has gained intensive research and is getting very popular, however 
its robustness is questionable and may fail in some cases. The possible reason might 
be it does not consider the spatial information in the image pair. In order to improve 
this measure, the thesis proposes to use combined mutual information of intensity and 
gradient for multi-modal medical image registration. The proposed measure utilizes 
both the intensity and gradient information of an image pair. Maximization of this 
measure is assumed to correctly register an image pair. Optimization of the registration 
measure in a multi-dimensional space is another major issue in multi-modal medical 
image registration. The thesis first briefly reviews the commonly used optimization 
techniques and then discusses in detail the Powell's conjugate direction set method, 
which is implemented to find the maximum of the combined mutual information of an 
image pair. In the experiment, we first register slice images scanned in a single patient 
in the same or different scanning sessions by the proposed method. Then 20 pairs of 
co-registered CT and PET slice images at three different resolutions are used to study 
the performance of the proposed measure and four other measures discussed in this 
thesis. Experimental results indicate that the proposed col!lbined measure produces 
reliable registrations and it outperforms the intensity- and gradient-based measures at 
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Medical images have played an important role in clinical medicine and they can be di­
vided into two basic categories: anatomical and functional images. Anatomical images 
include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT} and ultra­
sound, etc. and functional images include positron emission tomography (PET), single 
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and functional MRI (fMRI), etc. 
It is helpful in clinical medicine to use images of the same subject by different 
imaging modalities, since different imaging modalities are based on different physical 
principles and the captured images usually contain complementary information, e.g., to 
use anatomical and functional images for the purpo..,;;e of tumor localization and follow 
up analysis. However, images from different modalities are often captured at separate 
scan sessions and in different views. It is therefore impossible to interpret the images 
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and integrate the information contained in them without beforehand transformation 
or registration, which brings the involved images into spatial correspondence and is 
discussed in the following section. 
1.2 Concept of Image Registration 
Image registration or matching brings two images of the same object captured at differ­
ent time or from different imaging modalities into spatial correspondence. The spatial 
correspondence is described by a geometrical transformation that defines a spatial map­
ping of corresponding points in the two images. There exist several types of geometrical 
t.ransformations that reflect the inherent spatial relationship between corresponding 
points of images. A rigid body transformation preserves the distance between points, 
and can be represented by two orthogonal translations and two orthogonal rotations for 
an image pair. A global scaling transformation is a rigid body transformation plus scale 
factors along two axes. An affine transformation maps parallel lines to parallel lines, but 
does not conserve the angles between lines and it consists of rigid body transformation 
plus scaling and shearing. A projective transformation maps straight lines to straight 
lines, but parallelism of lines is not preserved. The most general type is curved trans­
formation that maps a line into a curve and therefore does not preserve the straightness 
of lines. 
Another issue in image registration is interpolation, which will arise whenever non­
integer spatial coordinates are produced in the process of geometrical transformation. 
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The simplest interpolation method is the nearest neighbor interpolation, which assigns 
the non-integer pixel the intensity of its nearest neighbor that has integer coordinates. 
Though its simplicity, the nearest neighbor interpolation method is not good enough to 
guarantee sub-pixel registration accuracy, as it is not sensitive to translations up to 1 
pixel. More complicated and computation expensive interpolation methods exist [46], 
such as linear interpolation, cubic interpolation, trilinear partial volume distribution 
interpolation (PV) [6]. 
Multi-modal medical image registration is a special case of the general image regis­
tration problem, where the images need to register are captured from different medical 
image modalities and usually in different scanning sessions. Multi-modal medical im­
age registration is more difficult than intra-modal image registration, because different 
modalities have different imaging principles, and hence the acquired images usually 
have different resolutions and intensity levels. The relationship between the intensities 
of such images is hence nonlinear. This observation has two indications. First, multi­
modal image registration is a challenging problem. Second, registration methods that 
work well for intra-modal images are usually not suited for multi-modal images. A pair 
of multi-modal images is given in Fig. 1 .1 .  Note the big visual difference of the two 
images. Even manual registration may not give satisfactory solution for these images. 
Though the difficulty of registering multi-modal medical images, correctly register­
ing them is very important in clinical medicine to integrate different information in the 
images for the purpose of diagnose and follow up analysis. In the specific example of 
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(a) CT. {b) PET. 
Figure 1.1: A pair of multi-modal medical images. 
functional and anatomical images, functional images give indication of functional ac­
tivation of human body and anatomical images delineate well anatomical structures, 
so they contain complementary information about the imaged target. Correctly com­
bining these two kinds of information can indicate functional abnormality of specific 
anatomical locations and is then helpful for diagnosis, surgical planning and so on. 
1.3 State of the Art 
Over the years, a lot of methods have been proposed for multi-modal medical image 
registration. In early days, researchers registered medical images using fiducial marker­
based methods [28], surface-fitting methods [30], correlation-based methods [47] or in­
teractive methods [32], to name a few. Later, automatic and intensity-based methods 
have gained more research interest and become more popular. The merit of intensity­
based methods lies in that they directly work on the intensity space of involved images 
and hence there is no need for feature extraction in these methods. More important 
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is that those methods can be used retrospectively and are therefore suited for clinical 
applications. Several survey papers are available in literature [28)(48](50]. 
Mutual information is one of the measures utilizing intensity information and was 
proposed by two independent research groups in 1996 [15] and 1997 [25], respectively. 
Since it was proposed, mutual information has been intensively researched and shown 
general success in registering multi-modal medical images [44]( 3 6]. Besides the common 
advantages of intensity-based methods, mutual information-based method has several 
specific ones. The most important one might be that it can be used in diverse reg­
istration problems, e.g., intra-modal [ 14], inter-modal [I5][25] and inter-individual[2 3] 
registrations. The only assumption it makes is that the two images need to regis­
ter are statistically dependent. Besides, mutual information-based registration can be 
achieved fully automatically. Though the general success achieved by intensity-based 
mutual information, it is not a panacea. Proof has bt=>en gained to show mutual infor­
mation may fail in some cases [12][40]. A possible reason is it does not consider the 
spatial information in the images at all. By working only on intensity space, mutual 
information-based methods got the merit of simplicity and automation and at the same 
time, it discards the important spatial information that exists in the images. This may 
lead to mis-registration in some cases. 
Recently several groups proposed the integrating use of intensity and spatial infor­
mation. Pluim et al. proposed to combine spatial and intensity information into one 
measure, which is the standard mutual information weighed by a term from the gradient 
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information of images [ 3 4]. Lundqvist et al. proposed another combination scheme to 
register inter-individual images, which combine the intensity-based mutual information 
and the mutual information based on gradients of the images [ 2 3 ]. 
1.4 Thesis Goal and Outline 
In this thesis, we continue the work of combining intensity and spatial information and 
propose a combined mutual information measure to register multi-modal medical im­
ages. We define routual information of the intensity and gradient of images. We show 
the proposed measure is actually a generalization of the intensity mutual information 
and gradient mutual information. This generalized mutual information utilizes both 
the intensity and spatial information in the images and integrates them into one mea­
sure. Maximizing this measure is assumed to correctly register the images. Powell's 
direction set method is used to optimize the rigid body transformation parameters. We 
first register slice images scanned in a single pati�nt in the same or different scanning 
sessions. Then 20 pairs of co-registered CT and PET slice images at three different 
resolutions are used to study the performance of this measure and compare it to the 
intensity mutual information, gradient mutual information and two other combining 
measures. Experiment results indicate that the proposed combined measure produces 
reliable registrations and it outperforms the intensity- and gradient-based measures at 
all three resolutions. 
The rest of thesis is organized as following. In chapter 2 ,  a review of medical image 
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registration methods is given. In chapter 3, mutual information of an image is intro­
d uced with its limitation discussed. The combined mutual information of intensity and 
gradient is then proposed to improve the intensity mutual information. In chapter 4, 
optimization methods are briefly reviewed and Powell's conjugate direction set method 
is explained in detail The registration results by optimizing the combined mutual in­
formation using Powell's method is presented in chapter 5. Chapter 6 summarizes this 





Multi-modal medical image registration has become an important branch of medical 
imaging. This development has two causes. First, the fast advance in computing tech­
nology has made it possible to register two volume images. This has made it feasible 
for registration methods that are based on the full contents of the images rather than 
on just a few points of artificial markers or anatomical landmarks. Second, there is a 
growing demand from the clinic for integrating information from multi-modal medical 
images, particularly in diagnosis, treatment planning and follow-up analysis. 
This chapter reviews the literature on medical image registration and the focus 
is on methods that register medical images captured from multiple modalities. This 
excludes registration of images from the same modality and registration of images to 
atlas. Matching of series images are also not in the scope of this chapter. 
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2.2 Registration Methods for Multi-modal Medical Im-
ages 
In [48] , Van den Elsen et al. give a classification of medical image registration meth-
ods based on nine basic criteria. The main criteria include: nature of matching basis 
( extrinsic/intrinsic), dimensionality (2D /3D /4D), elasticity of transformation (rigid­
body /affine/projective/curved),  interaction (automatic/semi-automatic/interactive), modal­
ities involved (intra-modality /multi-modality/ modality-to-model/patient-to-modality) .  
This section discusses rigid registration methods for multi-modal medical images. 
We use the criterion of nature of matching basis to divide the methods into two 
groups: extrinsic and intrinsic approaches. Extrinsic methods utilize external artificial 
markers or objects that is intentionally attached to the subject during image acquisition 
stage, while intrinsic methods only use image information from the imaged subjects. In 
the next we will review registration methods based on this categorization. 
2. 2 . 1  Extrinsic Methods 
There exist two major approaches under this group. A common property of these meth­
ods is that they can not be used in retrospective registration. This property requires the 
imaging protocols to include extra processing when acquiring images. Images acquired 
from multiple modalities without such pre-processing therefore can not be registered 
using these extrinsic methods. 
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Invasive Techniques 
In invasive methods, a stereo-tactic frame is rigidly screwed to the imaged subject and in 
the image acquisition stage, localizer frames containing point markers or line markers are 
attached to the stere�tactic frame in order to provide a reference system for all imaging 
modalities[24](20]. This special procedure guarantees the accurate registration of all 
multi-modal images. The main drawback of the stere�tactic frame-based registration 
lies in its prospective character. To apply this method, provisions must made in the 
pre-acquisition stage and applying it is rather labor intensive. Besides, because of the 
invasive property of this kind of methods, they are the least patient friendly among all 
image registration approaches. Although stereo-tactic frame-based registration has been 
the most accurate registration method for a long time, intrinsic methods are reported 
to achieve similar or even high accuracy recently, while they are also more attractive in 
the point of view of other criteria. 
Non-invasive Techniques 
Instead of using invasive stereo-tactic frame, non-invasive marking devices are used 
in these methods, such as mold, dental adapter and skin markers [ 1 9][41] [ 1 1][9][5 1] [5 2]. 
These methods are slightly less accurate than the stereo-tactic frame, but they are more 
patient friendly and can be used in more applications. Among all the extrinsic methods, 
skin marker-based method is the most patient friendly and is applicable to all clinical 
imaging modalities. The reproducibility of it is not good for long time intervals because 
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of the unintentional movement of subjects, however. Skin marker-based methods are 
not so labor intensive as the other extrinsic methods. 
2.2 .2 Intrinsic Methods 
The intrinsic registration methods have two properties in common. First of all, these 
methods can be used retrospectively; the imaging protocols hence do not need make 
extra provisions in the acquisition phase. The second is the extreme patient friendliness 
of these methods comparing to extrinsic methods. All that these methods need is the 
information contained in the images. However, how to use the image information is 
a problem. In other words, we have to choose image features on that the registration 
is based. In case of multi-modal medical image registration, it is not easy to select 
common features from quite dissimilar images. 
Based on the features used in the matching procedure, intrinsic methods can be 
classified as point based, surface based or voxel based. 
Point-based 
Point-based methods rely on manually selected anatomical landmarks or automatically 
detected salient points appeared in both images [ 2 9]( 1 0]. These methods are rather labor 
intensive if the control points have to be selected interactively and their accuracy relies 
on the accurate localization of a sufficient number of control points in all modalities. 
In the case of multi-modal medical images, it is usually difficult to accurately select 
control points in both modalities involved, especially for functional images. As a result, 
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the reproducibility of this approach is low. The accuracy of this method will increase 
with the number of control points used until a certain limit is reached. Point-based 
techniques are applicable for a wide range of medical images and can be extended to 
elastic registration. 
Surface-based 
Surface-based registration methods were initiated by Pelizzari et al. [ 2 1 ) [30]. Contours 
from slices of one volume image are extracted and stacked together to form a three­
dimensional surface and is called "head". The same operation is performed on the 
other volume image and a subset of points of the surface form another three-dimensional 
model, called "hat". Next mean distance from the points to the surface is iteratively 
minimized and the "hat" is then fitted onto the "head" . 
Improvements on the original method have been reported from several groups, e.g., 
increasing the registration accuracy by removing outliers [ 17] and using automatic seg­
mentation to eliminate human interaction during object matching [49). 
Although surface-based methods are quite accurate, their robustness is questionable. 
Surface segmentation algorithms are generally highly data and application dependent 
and difficult to automate. For functional images it is not easy to find good contours 
and the surfaces are therefore hard to identify. Another problem of this method is the 
mis-match because of the anatomy symmetry property. If the anatomies registering are 
symmetric, there may be several perfect matches between the "head" and "hat". 
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Voxel-based 
Registration methods based on voxel properties have been investigated from early 1990s. 
Since they are proposed, they have taken the lead in multi-modal medical image registra­
tion. These methods optimize a functional measuring the similarity of all geometrically 
corresponding voxel pairs for some features. Their main advantage is there is no need 
for feature extraction if only intensities are used, such that accuracy is not limited by 
segmentation errors as in point or surface based methods. As a consequence, most voxel­
based methods do not require user interaction and thus are both labor extensive and 
reproducible. Other ad vantages of these methods consists of being retrospective, patient 
friendly and generally applicable to most image modalities. In addition, these meth­
ods can be extended to curved registration, which is a desired property in inter-subject 
registration. 
In the methods of Woods et al. [54] and Hill et al. [13], they utilized the dispersion 
of the 2-D joint histogram to measure mis-registration. The 2-D joint histogram is 
constructed by counting the occurrence of corresponding voxel pairs in the overlapped 
area of two images and is assumed to be minimized when two images are registered. 
Collignon et al. (7] [6) were inspired by the work of Hill and Woods to connect image 
registration with information theory and proposed to use entropy of the joint PDF of an 
image pair as a new registration measure. However, this measure is sensitive to partial 
overlap of the images, as it does not consider the information content of each of the 
images that will change during registration. As a consequence, when the homogeneous 
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background of two images coincide, the entropy will be minimized that will lead to 
wrong registration. 
Ml-based Registration 
Though mutual information-based method also belongs to voxel-based registration meth­
ods, it is worthy of treating it in a separate section because of its importance. Mutual 
information was proposed by two independent groups, Viola and Wells et al. at Mas­
sachusetts Institute of Technology and Collignon and Maes et al. at Katholieke Uni­
versity Leuven, Belgium, in 1996 [15] and 1997 [25], respectively. Mutual information 
is a basic concept from information theory and it measurP.s the statistical dependence 
between two random variables or the amount of information that one variable contains 
about the other. Since it was proposed, mutual information has been intensively re­
searched and shown general success in registering multi-modal medical images [44) [36]. 
Besides the common advantages of intensity-based methods, mutual information based 
methods have several specific ones. The most important one might be that it can be 
used in diverse registration problems, e.g., intra-modal [14] , inter-modal (15][25] and 
inter-individual [23] registrations. The only assumption it makes is that the two images 
need to register are statistically dependent. Besides, mutual information-based regis­
tration can be achieved fully automatically. Though the general success achieved by 
intensity-based mutual information, it may fail in some cases (12] [40]. A possible reason 
is it does not consider the spatial information in the images at all. By working only 
on intensity space, mutual information-based methods got the merit of simplicity and 
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automation and at the same time, it discards the important spatial information that 
exists in the images. This may leads to mis-registration in some cases. 
Spatial information in images is useful for registration. Measures based on spatial 
information have been proposed and successfully used in medical image registration 
[ 3 1 ](26]( 2 7] and intra-modal image registration [ 2 2 ]. Recently, several authors investi­
gated image registration using mutual information defined on feature space [ 3 8] [ 3 ] [4]. 
In [ 3 8], Rangarajan et al. applied mutual information on extracted feature points. Butz 
and Thiran [ 3 ](4] used mutual information based on edgeness to register images. This 
method uses mutual information of image features instead of intensity and actually com­
bines two types of registration methods. However, a pitfall of this kind of methods is that 
they discard a lot of information from the intensity images. It is then natural to think 
of integrating the intensity and spatial information.  Pluim et al. [ 3 4] proposed to com­
bine spatial and intensity information into one measure, which is the standard mutual 
information weighing by a term from the gradient information of images. Lundqvist et 
al. [ 2 3 ]  proposed another combination scheme to register inter-individual images, which 
combine the standard intensity-based mutual information and the mutual information 
based on gradients of the images. 
2 .3  Summary 
Research of multi-modal medical image registration has made huge progress in the last 
few years. Extrinsic methods are getting less popular because of their major drawbacks, 
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especially the prospective property and least patient friendliness. Intrinsic methods, in 
the other hand, can be used in retrospective registration and are very patient friendly 
and, as a consequence, are more popular !han extrinsic methods. Among all the intrin­
sic methods, mutual information has gained intensive research and become the most 
popular method for multi-modal medical image registration. Besides the common ad­
vantages belonging to intrinsic methods, mutual information has its unique merits, e.g., 
mutual information can achieve high registration accuracy that is even comparable to 
that by extrinsic methods. 
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Chapter 3 
IInage Registration by Mutual 
Information 
3.1 · Definitions 
Mutual information measures statistical similarity of two stochastic signals. The mutual 
information between the intensities of two images X and Y is defined by the use of 
entropies of the two images: 
i(X, Y) = H(X) + H(Y) - H(X, Y) {3.1 ) 
where H(X) and H(Y) are the entropies, and H(X, Y) denotes the joint entropy of 
images X and Y. Popular Shannon entropy [36] of an image X is computed from the 
probability distribution of its intensities and is defined as 
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N-1 
H(X) = - L PA (a) log PA (a) ( 3 .2)  
a=O 
where PA denotes the marginal probability density function (PDF) of the image in­
tensities and N indicates the total number of bins used to compute the histogram. A 
marginal PDF can he estimated by normalizing the intensity histogram of the image. 
The entropy is actually a measure of information, or uncertainty associated with the 
event. If PA is a uniform distribution, the entropy will be maximized, while the entropy 
of a deterministic signal will be minimized. The more a PDF is dispersed, the higher 
the entropy becomes. A joint entropy of two images X and Y can be computed from 
the joint probability distribution 
N-1 M-1 
H(X, Y) = - L L PA,B(a, b) log PA,B(a, b) (3.3) 
a=O b=O 
where PA,B is the joint PDF and can be directly estimated from the joint histogram of 
intensities of image X and Y. Similar with the entropy of an image, the joint entropy 
of two images measures the dispersion of the joint PDF. The more dispersed the joint 
PDF, the higher value the corresponding joint entropy. 
Normalized mutual information was shown to produce similarly accurate results 
with mutual information and might have the advantage of insensitivity to the amount 
of overlapped area between two images. It can be defined as in the following equation 
[43]: 
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I(X Y) = 
H(X) + H(Y) 
' H(X, Y) (3.4) 
where H(X) and H(Y) are the entropies of images X and Y and H(X, Y) is the joint 
entropy of them. Their definitions are given in Eq. 3 .2 and Eq. 3.3, respectively. Some 
basic properties of normalized mutual information can be derived [8] (1 ] .  
Symmetry : I(X, Y) = I(Y, X) 
Roundness : 1 � I(X, Y) � 2 




Another definition for normalized mutual information, Entropy Correlation Coeffi-
cient (ECC) , is presented in (25]. 
2i(X, Y) 
ECC(X, Y) = 
H(X) + H( 
(3.8) 
where i(X, Y) is the mutual information of images X and Y and H(X) and H(Y) are 
entropies of the overlapped area of the two images. The two normalized versions are 
actually related by one-to-one mapping and the relation is: 
1 





From now on in the thesis, we use mutual information to represent the normalized 
version defined in Eq. 3.4 if there is no other note. 
3.2 Mutual Information of Intensity 
When two images are correctly registered, the corresponding joint PDF of intensities 
is compact and the corresponding joint entropy will hence be small. If the images are 
misaligned, the joint PDF is dispersed and the joint entropy will be relatively high. 
The joint PDFs of a pair of identical CT images before and after registration in Fig. 3 . 1 
illustrate this characteristic. In that figure, the joint entropy gets smaller when the 
image pair is iu registration. Based on this direct relationship between the dispersion 
of PDF and the goodness of registration of images, the registration of an image pair is 
achieved by min imizing the joint entropy between them [7](42 ). However, joint entropy is 
sensitive to partial overlap of the images, as it does not consider the information content 
of each of the images that will change during registration. As a consequence, when the 
homogeneous background of two images coincide, the entropy will be minimized that 
will lead to wrong registration [ 1 2 ]. 
Mutual information of intensity considers both the joint entropy and the entropies 
of the intensities of two images and is less sensitive to the overlapped area between the 
two images. Fig. 3 . 2  illustrates that the intensity mutual information finds the amount 
of mis-alignment of the two images to be registered. The two synthetic images have 
different brightness intensities and one of them is shifted along the horizontal axis by 
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(a) Joint entropy: 2.05 (b) Joint entropy: 1 .35 
Figure 3.1 : Joint PDF and corresponding joint entropy values of an image pair before 
and after the registration. (a)Mis-registration, {b)Perfect registration 
(a) Image A (b) Image B 
( c) Intensity mutual information 
Figure 3 . 2 :  A synthetic example where the intensity mutual information successfully 
registers the images. (a) A 30 x 30 strip image, {b) is gotten by subtracting 5 to every 
pixel of {a) and shifting 2 pixels horizontally. (c) The intensity mutual information 
when {b) is registered to (a). 
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two pixels. Though the image pair involved has different intensity levels, the intensity 
mutual information successfully registers them. The local minimum prominent in the 
registration curve is due to the interpolation ( 46]. The peak correctly indicates the 
translation. 
While the intensity mutual information gained promising successes, it may fail in 
some cases ( 1 2 ](40]. A possible reason for this is it only considers the intensity infor­
mation in two images, not the spatial information. Fig. 3.3 gives another synthetic 
registration problem where the intensity mutual information fails to correctly register 
the images. It is interesting and important to note that, after randomizing the inten­
sity of each strip in the input image B, the registration function of mutual information 
remains unchanged comparing to the un-randomized case. 
3.3 Mutual Information of Gradient 
The intensity mutual information is defined on intensity space; it is a natural and 
straightforward extension to define it on other spaces, as feature point [38}, edgeness 
[3] and gradient of images [2 3] . In this way, we utilize the spatial information in the 
images. In multi-modal medical images, though the intensities of images from different 
modalities are different, edges exist between transitions of tissues, which correspond 
to strong gradient magnitudes. If the involved modalities image the same anatomical 
structure, we can expect corresponding gradients. 
Edges can be computed by convolving an image with local kernels such as a Sobel 
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(a) Image A (b) Image B (c) Randomization of (h) 
(d) Intensity mutual information 
Figure 3.3: Illustration of the limitation of the intensity mutual information. (a) The 
base image A, (b) The input image B, (c) A randomized version of the input image, (d) 
The intensity mutual information when (b) or (c) is registered to (a) . {Adapted from 
Roche et al. (401 ) 
operator. Sobel kernels detect horizontal and vertical intensity contrast. Set the two 
components of gradient g of an image voxel are Yx and gy, the magnitude of the gradient 
is then calculated by: 
(3. 10) 
Fig. 3.4 shows examples of the edges of a pair of CT and PET images by use of the 
Sobel kernels. 
After get the gradient magnitudes of two images, we can define the normalized 
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(a) PET (b) CT 
Figure 3 .4: Gradient magnitude of a pair of CT and PET images 
mutual information of the gradient as the following. 
I (X Y) 
= Hg(X) + Hg(Y) 
9 ' H
9 (X, Y) 
(3. 1 1 ) 
Where H9 (X) and H9 (Y) are entropies of the gradient magnitudes of image X and 
Y, respectively and H9 (X, Y) is the joint entropy of them. They are computed by the 
following equations: 
N-1 
H9 (X)  = - L Pc(c) log Pc(c) 
c=O 
N - 1  M-1 
H
9




Where Pc and Pc,D denote the marginal and joint PDF of the gradient magnitudes 







Figure 3.5: Registration function of the two images in Fig. 3.3 
defined for the gradient of images. 
In Fig. 3.3 we have shown a synthetic registration problem where the intensity 
mutual information fails to correctly register the images. By applying the gradient 
mutual information to the same images in Fig. 3.3 (a) and (b), we get the registration 
function of horizontal translations that is shown in Fig. 3.5. In this figure, the maximum 
of the gradient mutual information correctly indicates the ·true tran�lation between the 
two images. 
By defining the mutual information of the gradients, we use the spatial information 
in images. However, a lot of intensity information in the two images is discarded by 
doing also. In the next heading, we will introduce the proposed measure, which use 
both the intensity and gradient information of two images. 
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3.4 Combined Mutual Information for Image Registration 
This thesis proposes combined mutual information of intensity and gradient for multi­
modal medical image registration. Fig. 3 .6 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed 
registration procedure. Given a pair of CT image X and PET image Y to register, Y is 
first transformed to Y' by a transformation matrix T. Joint PDF PABCD is estimated 
from the intensity and gradient magnitudes of X and Y' in the overlapped area of them 
and the combined mutual information le is then calculated from this joint PDF. Finally, 
Powell's optimization method is used to search the optimal transformation matrix Tm 
that corresponds to the maximum of the combined mutual information. 
Intensity and gradient provide useful information in registration. The mutual infor­
mation in gradient space integrates the spatial information into the mutual information 
measure. But if we only use the gradient information to register multi-modal medical 
images, a lot of information in the intensities is discarded and hence the registration 
may not be robust, especially when the images are in low resolution or strong noise 
presents. 
The standard mutual information is extended to include the spatial information 
besides the intensity information. For each pair of voxels, intensities and gradient 
magnitudes are used to construct a joint histogram. Then the combined normalized 
mutual information is defined as in the following equation: 
le = 
Hi (X) + H9 (X) + Hi (Y) + Hg (Y) 
Hi,9(X, Y) 
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Maximize -- - - - - -� 
Registered Pair 
Figure 3.6: CT-PET image registration by the proposed combined mutual information. 
where Hi ,g (X, Y) is the joint entropy of image intensities and gradients and is defined 
in Eq. 3.15. 
N1 - l  N2- I  N:i- 1 N4 -l 
Hi ,9 (X, Y) = - L L L L PA,B,c,D (a, b, c, d) log PA,B,C,D (a, b, c, d) (3. 15) 
a=O b=O r.=0 d=O 
where the joint PDF PA,B,C,D is estimated from the joint histogram of the intensities 
and gradient magnitudes of image X and Y. N1 , N2, N3 and N4 are the bin sizes used 
to compute the joint histogram along each axes. Hi (X) ,  Hi (Y) , H9 (X) and H9 (Y) are 
the entropies of the intensities and gradient magnitudes of image X and Y, respectively. 
Phase angle between gradients are not used in the combined measure because in 
multi-modal images, the same tissue may have different intensities as a result of the 
different characteristic of imaging modalities. Hence the gradients of the images may 
point in diverse directions. So only magnitudes of the gradients are used in the compu­
tation of generalized normalized mutual information. All magnitudes are linearly scaled 
properly before they are used to compute the joint histogram. 
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While the intensity mutual information emphasizes the volumetric information and 
risks to neglect the important spatial information, we emphasize both volumetric and 
spatial information existed in the images by defining the mutual information on the 
combined intensity and gradient space. 
In analogy with the joint histogram on intensities of two images, where mis-registration 
of the two images corresponds to dispersion in the histogram and a compact histogram 
means the two images are in good registration, here we define the joint histogram based 
on both the intensities and gradient magnitudes. It plots intensities and gradient mag­
nitudes of corresponding voxels in the overlapped area of two images in a hyper-plane. 
If two images are correctly registered, we expect hyper-clustering in the joint histogram 
to appear and the corresponding mutual information value should be high. Maximizing 
the mutual · information on the combined space is then assumed to correspond to the 
correct registration. 
The generalized measure defines the mutual information on the combined intensity 
and gradient probability distribution. To relate it to the standard intensity mutual 
information, we only need to note that the intensity probability distribution can be 
obtained by summing over the two gradient magnitude axes of the combined probability 
distribution. This is similar with the relationship between the 2 -D joint probability 
distribution and its marginal probability distributions. 
[ Theorem] The combined mutual information le is the generalization of the individ­
ual intensity and gradient mutual information 1 and 19 and can be equal to them in the 
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extreme situations. 
Proof : First assume the intensity PDF and gradient magnitude PDF is independent, 
i.e. , 
PA,B,c,v (a, b, c, d} = PA,B (a, b} · Pc,v (c, d) 
Then we have 
Hi ,9 (X, Y) = LL LL PA,B,c,v (a, b, c, d} log PA,B,c,n (a, b, c, d) 
a b C d 
= L L L L PA,B (a, b} · Pc,v (c, d) log PA,B(a, b) · Pc,v (c, d} 
a b C d 
= L L  PA,B (a, b} log PA,B (a, b} (L L Pc,v (c, d) )+ a b C d 
L L  PA,B (a, b) (L L Pc,v (c, d} log Pc,v (c, d) ) 
a b C d 
= L L  PA,B (a, b} log PA,B (a, b}+ 
a b 
L L  PA,B(a, b) (L L Pc,v (c, d) log Pc,v (c, d) ) 
a b C d 
( 3 . 16} 
{3.17} 
If we further assume the gradient magnitudes of images are constant, i.e., the PDF of 
the gradient magnitudes has only one peak, then the second term in the above equation 
will vanish, and we then get 
Hi,g (X, Y) = L L  PA,B (a, b} log PA,B(a, b) 
a b 




H9 (X) = 0 (3. 19) 
H9 (Y) = 0 (3.20) 
Input Eq. 3.18, Eq. 3. 19 and Eq. 3.20 into Eq. 3. 14 and compare it to the definition of 
intensity mutual information in Eq. 3.4, we get le = 1. Similarly, it -can be shown that 
le � 19 with certain conditions satisfied. 
Since the combined measure could be equal to the individual intensity or gradient 
mutual information measures in the extreme situations, the conclusion, that the inten­
sity mutual information and the gradient mutual information is a special case of the gen­
eralized mutual information measure, might therefore be safely drawn. The combined 
measure is hence the generalization of the intensity and gradient mutual information. 
3.5 Transformation Model 
The rigid-body transformation model [53) concerns the relationship between the coor­
dinates of the two images under spatial transformations. Displacement and rotation 
angle are the parameters associated with the rigid-body transformation. Given a pair 
of vectors of corresponding voxels p' and p in the transformed and original images, re­
spectively, they are related by the transformation matrix T by the following equation: 
p' = Tp (3.21)  
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where p' = (x' y' l]t and p = [x y l]t. If rigid-body transformation model is 
used, T is equal to: 
cos 0 - sin 0 Ax 
T = sin 0 cos 0 Ay (3.22) 
0 0 1 
where translation is represented by the parameters Ax and Ay. The parameter 0 
indicates the rotation angle. In the experiment presented in the next section, rigid-body 
transformation model is assumed between the base and input images. Registration is 
achieved by optimizing three parameters, i.e. , rotation and two translations. 
3.6 Mutual Information Weighed by Gradient Term 
Pluim et al. (34] add a gradient-based weighing term to the intensity mutual information 
to form the new combined measure, which, we name as Ip for the sake of convenience, 
is defined as: 
Ip (X, Y) = C(X, Y)I(X, Y) {3.23) 
where I(X, Y) is the standard intensity-based normalized mutual information as defined 
in Eq. 3 .4 and C(X, Y) is a weighing term based on the gradient information of images, 
which is defined as 
C(X, Y) = w(op ,p' (a) ) min( IVp(a) I , IVp' (a) I ) (3.24) 
(p,p')E (XnY) 
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where p and p' are corresponding voxels in the overlapped area of the base and input 
image, respectively and a is the angle between the corresponding gradient vectors Vp 
and Vp' and is defined by: 
_ 1 Vp(a) · Vp' (a) ap,p' (a) = cos IVp(a) I IVp'(a) I 
{ 3 .25 ) 
The authors use the weighing function defined in Eq. 3 .26  to favor angles that 
are approximately equal to zero or 1r. The angle function is then multiplied by the 
minimum of the gradient magnitudes of corresponding voxels in both images to favor 
the case where gradients in both images are strong. 
w(a) = 
cos{2a) + 1 
2 { 3 .26) 
They calculated the components of gradient in each dimension by convolution of the 
images with the appropriate first derivative of a Gaussian kernel of scale a and a is 
chosen as 1.5 mm in their experiment based on their past research experience. In our 
implementation of Ip, we use the Sobel kernels to calculate the gradient. By doing so, 
we intended to extract the gradient information in a unified way for all the measures in 
the comparison study. 
One can also think of integrating the two right terms in Eq. 3 .2 3  by adding them 
together. But, as the authors mentioned, if addition is used, normalization of the two 
terms are required and hence more computation and complexity are induced. 
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3.7 Multiplication of Intensity- and Gradient-based Mu­
tual Information 
In [23] Lundqvist et al. propose another combining measure to register inter-individual 
images. In their measure, the intensity- and gradient-based normalized mutual infor­
mation are computed separately and then the two terms are multiplied to form the new 
combined measure. 
Il (X, Y) = I(X, Y) (I; (x, Y) + R) (3.27) 
where R is a regularization term and is selected before the registration. Based on the 
experiment results presented by the authors and results from our experiment, we choose 
an intermediate value of 5 for the regularization term in the comparison study. 
The gradient-based mutual information 1; in Eq. 3.27 is slightly different with that 
in Eq. 3 . 1 1  by estimating the joint PDF from the gradient magnitudes plus phase angle. 
Phase angle is used as the third feature dimension in this measure to emphasize the 
homogeneous gradient direction in the inter-individual images. The components of 
gradients are approximated by convolution of the images with a simple kernel, (-1 0 1 ] ,  
in each dimension. In our implementation of 11 , we use the Sobel kernels to calculate 
the gradient whenever it is needed, as afore mentioned. 
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Chapter 4 
Optimization of Registration 
Measure 
4.1 Problem Statement 
Maximization of the registration measure is an optimization process that finds the opti-
mal transformation for an image pair. Given a base image X and an input image Y, we 
want to find the transformation matrix Tm that will maximize the registration measure 
between the base image and the transformed input image by Tm , i.e. , 
Tm = arg maxU (X, T( Y)))  
T 
(4. 1 }  
Where f maybe one of  the registration measures discussed in  the previous chapter. 
The registration measure actually defines an n-dimensional function of the transforma-
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tion, with n the degrees of freedom of the transformation. When rigid transformation is 
used, n is equal to three and the transformation matrix T, accordingly, includes three 
variables, i.e., rotation angle 0 and two translations �x and �y. The maximum of 
this function is assumed to correspond to the transformation that correctly registers 
the images. Maximization of the registration measure is therefore a multi-dimensional 
optimization problem. 
The bad news is the registration function is usually not a smooth function, instead, 
it rnntains many local maxima. Some of the local maxima is resulted from a local good 
registration of the two images, while the others are related to implementation issues, 
e.g. intensity interpolation for non-integer voxels. Different interpolation methods have 
been investigated to reduce the local maxima in [46] . Because of the local maxima 
problem, the final registration results depend largely on the optimization method used. 
It is obvious that the optimization will lead to a mis-registration if it gets struck into a 
local maximum. 
Another important issue related to the optimization is the capture range of the 
maximum. The desired maximum may be the "global" maximum of only part of the 
entire search space, while the true global maximum of the whole search space may not be 
the desired one. This has two consequences for optimization. First, the optimization is 
sensitive to the starting search position and an optimization started outside the capture 
range has little chance to find the desired maximum. Secondly, the global optimization 
methods such as simulated annealing and genetic algorithm, may not lead to correct 
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solution, if there are no adaptation made to them. 
In the next section, we will briefly review the commonly used optimization methods 
for medical image registration. Powell's method, which is chosen to be implemented in 
this thesis, is then discussed in detail. 
4.2 Overview of Optimization Methods 
Optimization methods can be divided into two categories based on whether the method 
needs gradient information or not [36). The methods that do not need to compute gradi­
ents include Powell's method, Simplex method and hill-climbing method, while methods 
in the other category include gradient ascent method and quasi-Newton method. 
Powell's method is very popular for medical image registration. This method opti­
mizes the registration function along a set of conjugate directions sequentially until a 
certain criterion is reached. The drawback of Powel l 's method, which is shared with all 
other local optimization methods, is the sensitivity to the local maxima existed in the 
registration function. Simplex method is another popular method in this field. Differ­
ent to the Powell's method, Simplex method considers all the transformation variables 
simultaneously. Some modified methods of the standard Powell and Simplex methods 
are proposed to improve the performance. Plattard et al. [33) use a combination of 
the Powell and Simplex methods, while Kagadis et al. [18) combine Powell's method 
and the genetic algorithm. Jenkinson and Smith [16) propose an optimization technique 
that adds initialization and multi-start to Powell's method. 
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Another categorization for optimization methods is to divide them into either lo­
cal or global methods. Although most of the methods in use are local optimization, 
there are global methods used in registration such as genetic algorithm and simulated 
annealing. Genetic algorithm [ 3 ]  is one of the evolutionary algorithms and is inspired 
by computation in biological systems. This method has been popularly used in search, 
optimization and machine learning. The merit of this method is it can find global so­
lution given enough evolution time, while the drawback of it is also very significant, 
i.e., the evolution is very time consuming and it usually takes a long time to find the 
global solution . Simulated annealing [ 3 9] is another global optimization method, which 
escapes local maxima by occasionally moving to a smaller function value. 
4.3 Multi-dimensional Optimization 
The strategy for multi-dimensional optimizat ion is to search along a set of directions 
so that optimization along any one of these directions does not affect the optimization 
already achieved by previous searches. Such a set of directions is known as conjugate 
directions. Along each of the directions, 1-D optimization is performed to find the 
maximum along that direction. 
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4.3 . 1  Conjugate Directions 
Set point P is the origin of the coordinate system with coordinates x. A N -dimensional 
function f can be approximated at this point by its Taylor series as: 
N 8/ 1 N M fPf 
/(x) = /(P) + L -Xi + - L L --XiXj + · · ·  . 1 8xi 2 . 1 . 1 8xiax,· i== i= J= 
(4.2} 
{4 . 3 } 
where c is the function value at point P, b is the first partial derivative of the function 
at point P and A is the Hessian matrix of function f at point P.  The gradient of f can 
be calculated from Eq. 4 . 3 as: 
(4.4) 
Suppose that we have searched along direction u and found a minimum. Next we 
need to search along a new direction v and require this new search does not affect 
the optimization achieved in the previous search. For this end, the gradient has to 
stay perpendicular to u when searching along direction v, i.e., that the change in the 
gradient must be perpendicular to u and the following equation therefore holds based 
on Eq. 4.4. 
u · 8(v'f) = u · (At8(x) ) = u · (Atv) = 0 {4.5} 
When two vectors u and v satisfy Eq. 4.5, they are said to be conjugate. When 
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each pair of directions in a set satisfies this condition, they are mutually conjugate 
directions. If we do successive line minimization of a N-dimensional function . with 
quadratic form along N conjugate directions, we can reach the minimum of this function. 
If the function is not in the quadratic form, repetition of N line minimization will 
quadratically converge to the minimum. So the key issue of the a multi-dimensional 
optimization method is to find a set of conjugate directions. Once these directions are 
found, the left issue is to search the maximum along these directions by 1-D optimization 
routines. 
4.3 .2 Powell's Method 
Powell's method ( 3 7] is a multi-dimensional optimization algorithm that can produce 
N mutually conjugate directions. For an N-dimensional optimization problem, this 
method can be described by the following algorithm. 
1. Set the starting point PO and initialize the set of directions to the basis vectors 
Uj = ej , j = 1, 2 ,  . . .  , N 
2 .  For j = 1, 2 ,  . .  
1 
N, move the current minimum point P;-i to the next minimum 
point P j along each direction u; 
3 .  Save Uj --+ Uj - I ,  j = 1, 2 ,  · · · , N, 
4. Save the new direction {P N - Po) --+ UN 
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5. Move P N to the minimum along direction UN and save it in Po. 
6. Repeat step 2 until cost function stops decreasing 
Powell showed that N iterations of the above basic procedure would produce N 
mutually conjugate directions. However, this original version is seldom used in practice 
because it may produce directions that are linearly dependent. To overcome this prob­
lem, several modifications are available. One modification is to discard the old direction 
along which the function achieves its largest decrease after each single iteration, while 
the original version of Powell's method always discards the first direction u 1 and adds 
a new direction PN - Po. We adopted in our implementation this modified version 
instead of the original one. Along each direction, Golden section search explained in 
the following section is performed to find the maximum along that direction. 
4.3.3 Golden Section Search 
Golden section search is a simple 1-D optimization method and it does not need to 
compute the gradient of the target function. This method is implemented in the thesis 
as the 1-D search routine. 
The basic idea of golden section method can be summarized as: given three initial 
points a, b and c, the algorithm tests the next point x that is 0.38197 of the bigger one 
of the two segments away from the central point b. If we assume x lies between points 
b and c, then if f (b) > f ( x) , then a, b, x is the next triplet, otherwise, b, x, c is the next 
triplet. In all cases, the middle point of the triplet is the point with maximum ordinate. 
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Repeat this procedure until the distance between the two outer points is within some 
tolerance. 
Fig. 4.1 gives an example illustrating the above search procedure. In this figure, 1 ,  3 
and 2 are the initial points and they bracket a maximum. The function is first evaluated 
at point 4, then point 2 is replaced by point 4 and the new triplet becomes 1 ,  3 and 4. 
Then evaluate the function at point 5 and 6 in order. The final triplet in this figure is 
5, 3 ,  6 that brackets the maximum, however we can repeat this procedure and further 
approach the desired maximum. 
The above algorithm assumes that the initial points are given and the maximum is 
really bracketed by them. When solving a practical problem. these initial points are 
usually not available by themselves .and need to be estimated ·by us using some method. 
An obvious method is to guess the first point and then step uphill to find the second 
point. The third point is estimateq by taking a large enough step to stop the uphill 
trend. After this procedure, the second point is between the two outer points and the 
Figure 4.1 : Golden section search for lD optimization (Adapted from (37]) 
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function at this point has the largest value. However, the step size should be carefully 
selected based on specific application. Too large or small a step size may make the 




5 . 1  Dataset Description 
In the experiments, we used three sets of CT and PET images. Images in each set were 
acquired on a single patient in the s ame or different scanning sessions with combined 
PET/CT scanner manufactured by CTI PET Systems (CPS, Knoxville, TN) [2]. The 
combined PET /CT scanner consists of a Siemens Emotion CT scanner mounted together 
with a CPS HR+ PET scanner, with a known axial offset between the two devices. 
In the first dataset, CT and PET images are scanned in the same s ession and the 
CT and PET data are therefore intrinsically registered with a known axial offset. The 
offset is further rectified to make the CT and PET images are exactly registered and 
there is no transformation between them. The Detailed description is in Table 5.1 . 
To numerically compare the performance of the registration measures discussed in 
this thesis, two dimensional transaxial CT and PET slice images are extracted from 
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Table 5.1: Description of dataset one 
Image Type Voxel Size (mm) Acquisition Date 
(0.97 - 0.98)2 >< 5 06/20/2001 
PET (5.14 - 5.15)2 X 2.425 06/20/2001 
the co-registered CT and PET volume images. Resolution adjustments are finished 
before the registration as the CT and PET have different voxel sizes and hence different 
resolutions. To study the performance of the measures under different resolutions, we 
interpolate the original slice image and acquire CT and PET images with resolutions 
of 8mm, 4mm, and 2mm. As PET images have resolution of about 5mm, they are 
up-sampled or down-sampled to get desired resolutions. While the original CT images 
have much higher resolution slightly less than 1mm, they are down-sampled to get 
coarser images. We use linear interpolation method in all the up- and down-sampling 
processing. 
In the second dataset, the patient was scanned by the combined CT /PET scanner 
at two different days and two different tracers of PET were used in the two studies. 
The CT images from both studies are visually compared to extract CT slice images 
in one study and their corresponding PET slice images in the other study. Then the 
corresponding CT and PET slice images with unknown transformation are registered. 
The detailed description of the CT and PET images used is given in Table 5.2. 
In the third dataset, the patient before and after a therapy was scanned by the same 
CT /PET scanner in two studies. In the same way of the second dataset, the CT slice 
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Table 5.2: Description of dataset two 
Image Type Voxel Size (mm) Acquisition Date 
(0.97 - 0.98)2 X 2 12/ 19/2003 
PET ( 4.06 - 4.07)2 X 2 03/05/2004 
Table 5.3: Description of dataset three 
Image Type Voxel Size (mm) Acquisition Date 
(0.97 - 0.98)2 X 5 02/20/2002 
PET (5.14 - 5.15)2 X 2.425 09/ 10/2001 
images from one study are registered to their corresponding PET slice images from the 
other study. The detailed description of the images used are given in Table 5.3. 
All images are in DICOM format (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) ,  
which is created to  facilitate the storing and exchanging of medical images from differ­
ent devices and is jointly developed . by ACR (American College of Radiology) and 
NEMA (National Electrical Manufactures Association). It sets up a uniform standard 
to transfer data definitions and information objects between different imaging systems; 
Equipment and applications can easily exchange information if they all conform to the 
standard. There are three versions of the standard so far and the latest version is DI-
COM 3.0 that is released in 1993. CT images are acquired in CT DICOM format and 
PET images are acquired in PET DICOM format. 
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5 .2  Registration Error Estimation 
An issue that so far has remained undiscussed is the evaluation of registration algorithms 
regarding to accuracy, while estimating the accuracy of a registration result is not an 
easy task, especially for CT-PET registration, because they are usually acquired in 
different scanning sessions and hence the true solution is not available. tJ sually the 
accuracy is evaluated qualitatively by visual inspecti�n, and quantitatively by comparing 
the estimated transformation to that obtained by other registration techniques, such as 
extrinsic methods. In our experiment, visual inspection is performed to the registration 
results for the second and third datasets, since the gold transformation is unknown 
for these images. Example registration results for these two datasets are given in the 
following section. For images in the first dataset, because they are acquired in the same 
scanning session with the special combined scanner, CT and PET images are actually 
co-registered and there is fixed axial offset and no rotation between them. Axial offsets 
between CT and PET images were further rectified before the experiment is performed. 
Such data make it possible to quantitatively compare the accuracy of a registration 
result without employing other registration methods to get a gold solution. By using 
these data in our experiment, we are able to use a special technique to calculate the 
registration error of the proposed measure and further compare the performance of 
different measures. 
The main idea of our validation method is to apply known transformation, then 
estimate the transformation and finally compute the mean displacement of a set of voxels 
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of interest by applying the known and estimated transformation parameters to those 
voxels. The central square portion of the imaged subject at each resolution is chosen 
as the voxels of interest. It was done by first applying randomly generated parameters 
to the PET image of an image pair and then trying to estimate the parameters that 
register this transformed version of PET to its corresponding CT image and finally the 
mean displacement of a set of voxels of interest is computed. 
In Fig. 5 .1, we illustrate the procedure for calculation of the mean displacements. 
Set a CT image as Xi and PET image �. First transform � using a randomly generated 
transformation matrix T; and name the transformed PET image as Yfi. Then all the 
measures are used to r�gister Xi to �j and the estimated transformation matrix is 
Tl . Registration error Js .then calculated as the Euclidean distance of a se.f of voxels of 
interest by applying th� .two transformation matrices T; and T;* to those :voxels .. The 
basic procedure- is repeated using different sets of parameters for 20 image pairs and the 
mean value for all pairs is then computed according to the following equation. 
l l l 
n1 n2 n3 
l = - - - '°"' '°"' '°"' d(Qn, Q! .k) n n n L., L., L.,  1 iJ l 2 3 i=l j=l k=l 
(5.1 ) 
where n1 is the number of image pairs used, n2 is the number of sets of parameter 
used for each image pair and n3 is the total number of voxels of interest. i, j and k are 
the indexes of image pair, parameter set and voxels of interest, respectively. Qijk and 
Qiik correspond to an original voxel of interest P ijk and they are computed by applying 
T and T* to Pijk, respectively. Function d is the Euclidean distance. 
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(b) Mean Displacement Calculation 
Figure 5.1: Calculation of the mean displacement 
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In the experiment, 20 pairs of CT-PET are used and 10 sets of randomly generated 
parameters within reasonable interval are applied to each pair, i.e., n1 and n2 are equal 
to 20 and 10, respectively. Three resolution levels including 2mm, 4mm and 8mm are 
tested for all the 20 image pairs. For each resolution level, mean displacement error for 
voxels of interest is then computed for each image pair according to Eq. 5.1. 
5.3 Registration Result 
5.3. 1 Mosaic Images 
. In this part, we intend to show the capability of the proposed measure in registering 
images from multiple modalities. In Fig. 5.2 columns (a) and (b), two pairs of CT and 
PET images from the first dataset. with randomly generated transformation applied 
to the PET images, are given and the mosaic images before registration is given in 
columns (c}, where contours from CT images are plotted onto the corresponding PET 
images to show the mis-registration. In column (d) of Fig. 5.2, the mosaic images after 
registration by the proposed combined mutual information are given. 
In Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 columns (a) and (b}, two pairs of CT and PET images from 
the other two datasets are given and the mosaic images before registration is given in 
columns (c), where contours from CT images are plotted onto the corresponding PET 
images to show the mis-registration. In column ( d) of these two figures, the mosaic 
images after registration by the proposed combined mutual information are given. PET 
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Figure 5.2 : Two pairs of CT /PET images from the first dataset and registration result 
by the combined mutual information 
-
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Figure 5.3: Two pairs of CT /PET images from the second dataset and registration 
result by the combined mutual information 
I 
• 
(a)CT (b)PET {c)Before Reg. {d)After Reg. 
Figure 5.4: Two pairs of CT /PET images from the third dataset and registration result 
by the combined mutual information 
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by the means of contrast adjustment. 
From the above figures, we can see the combined mutual information successfully 
registers all the six pairs, where the first two pairs are co-registered and the others are 
not. Note in Fig. 5.4, because of the existence of fat layer in the imaged subject, the 
boundaries of the CT and PET images are different. The fat layer is actually absent in 
the PET images. However, the proposed method succeeds in registering these images. 
5.3.2 Registration Accuracy Study 
In the first part of the performance study, accuracy of these measures is studied. CT 
and PET images from the first dataset are used in this part. The maximum of the 
registration measure is assumed to correspond to the true solution; unfortunately, this 
is only an assumption and it is not always the truth. The purpose is to show how 
accurate the maximum of a measure corresponds to the correct registration solution. 
To this end, no transformation is applied to the PET images and registration starts 
the optimization from the position where the images are registered. In this way, the 
dependence of the results on the optimization method is minimized. If the maximum of 
the registration measure coincides with the true solution, the search will find the true 
solution and the corresponding mean displacement will be minimized, while if that is 
not true, the search will not find the true solution and the mean displacement will ·be 
large. The results therefore indicate how good the maximum of a measure corresponds 
to the true solution parameters. All five measures are used to optimize the registration. 
Mean and maximum displacement of voxels of interest for all the 20 image pairs are 
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Table 5.4: Registration error for accuracy study (In mm) 
Mean Displacement Max. Displacement 
Measure 8mm 4mm 2mm 8mm 4mm 2mm 
I 7. 19 5.73 5.90 19.19 9.65 16.01 
lg 13.39 9.76 6.73 30.91 26.67 14.49 
Ip 4.65 2.99 2.94 12.57 4.00 16.28 
11 8.24 7.32 4.47 19.20 26.38 16.02 
le 6.60 4.35 2.47 22.37 12.53 4.94 
recorded and given in Table 5.4. Three resolution levels including 8mm, 4mm and 2mm 
are studied. 
In the table, at all the · three levels, le and Ip produces lower mean displacements 
than I and lg ; I gives better results than lg for all resolutions. While for 11, it produces 
better results at 2mm resolution than I and in all resolutions than 1
9
• When comparing 
all the measures, le gets t;lie best result for 2mm resolution and Ip is the best for the 
8mm and 4mm resolutions. If divide the five measures into two categories, say I and 
lg of individual measures versus Ip, 11 and le of combining measures and pick the best 
result in each group, we see the combing measures outperform the single measures at 
all the three resolutions. 
5.3.3 Registration Robustness Study 
In the second part of the performance study, robustness of these measures is studied. CT 
and PET images from the first dataset are also used in this study. In this experiment, 
randomly generated transformation parameters are applied to the test PET images 
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before the registration. Then the Powell's optimization starts to maximize all the five 
measures one at a time beginning from where the transformation parameters are all 
zeros. As local maxima usually exist in the registration function and if that does happen, 
the optimization will get struck in those local maxima before they can reach to the global 
maximum that corresponds to the true solution. However, if a registration measure 
produces less local maxima, the search algorithm will have better chance to find the 
true solution and this measure is therefore more robust. 
Comparison of I, lg and le 
In this comparison, we compare the performance of the combined mutual information 
with the intensity mutual information and gradient mutual information. Ten sets of 
randomly generated parameters are used to transform the PET images before registra­
tion. In Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5 .7, mean displacements of I, lg and le for the 20 
pairs at resolution of 8mm, 4mm and 2mm are plotted, respectively. 
It can be seen that at 4mm resolution le produces superior results for almost all the 
image pairs compared to I and lg . At 8mm and 2mm the superior of le over I is not so 
prominent. At all three resolutions, le produces relatively smooth results for all image 
pairs, while I and 19 gives very big registration error for some images. 
Comparison of All Measures 
In Table 5.5, numerical values of the mean and maximum displacements for the 20 
pairs of images at all three resolutions are given. From the table, it can be seen that 
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Figure 5 .6: Mean displacements of I, lg and le for 20 image pairs at 4mm resolution 
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Figure 5.7: Mean displacements of l, 19 and le for 20 image pairs at 2 mm resolution 
Table 5.5 : Registration error for robustness study (In min) 
Mean Disp. Max. Disp. 
Measure 8mm 4mm 2mm 8mm 4mm 2mm 
I 100.74 52.14 8.06 144.74 127.31 24.79 
lg 85.93 39.52 15.91 153.47 81 .05 46.96 
Ip 90.90 29.46 12.12 140.70 73.77 40.99 
1, 1 10.21 35.67 7.72 156.39 74.95 21 .83 
le 74.97 18.36 6.90 133.23 45.72 1 1 .52 
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as the resolution gets finer, all measures produces better results by giving lower mean 
displacement and hence at the finest resolution of 2mm, all measures give the best 
results. Comparing to the results in Table 5 .4, the error in Table 5.5 is much bigger in 
all resolutions, which indicates that the measures produce local maxima corresponding 
to mis-registration and the optimization gets struck into those local maxima before it 
can reach to the global maximum. In the five measures, le produces the best results at 
all resolutions. The other two combining measures produce improvements comparing 
to the individual measures, but not for all cases. 
5 .4 Summary 
From the results presented, the gradient mutual information measure lg does not pro­
duce improvement to the intensity mutual information measure I. This is not surprised 
because a lot of intensity information is discarded by only using the spatial information 
in images. 
The combined measure le is able to register CT and PET images and it has produced 
improvements to the individual measures. The improvements lie in two facets. One is 
that le is more accurate than the intensity mutual information I and gradient mutual 
information lg at all resolutions, which means the maximum of le is more accurate than 
1 and I g to indicate the true solution. The other one is le is hence more robust than 1 
and lg at all three resolutions. A direct indication of the improvement is that it might 
be better to use le in a multi-resolution registration scheme [45 1 ( 35 ]. 
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In the three combining measures Ip, I, and le , the proposed combined measure le 
produces better results than the other two measures regarding to accuracy at the highest 
resolution and is the best regarding to robustness at all three resolutions. At coarser 
resolutions, accuracy of the Ic is not as good as Ip. For all the measures, it is possible to 
reduce the artifacts and hence improve their performance by using other interpolation 
or histogram estimation methods (46](5], however. Furthermore, we see from the results 
presented that the combined measures as a whole outperform the individual measures 
at all resolutions regarding to accuracy and robustness. A conclusion might therefore 





In this thesis, we have studied multi-modal medical image registration by optimizing 
registration measures based on mutual info�mation of images. Medical image registra­
tion methods are first reviewed with a preference to voxel similarity-based methods. 
We have discussed the mutual information of intensity for image registration with its 
limitation illustrated. We then proposed a combined mutual information of intensity 
and gradient, which is a generalization of the intensity mutual information and gradi­
ent mutual information. Maximizing the combined mutual information is assumed to 
correspond to the correct transformation between an image pair. 
Optimization methods have been briefly reviewed with the Powell's method discussed 
in detail. We have chosen to implement the Powell's optimization method. Using this 
method to optimize the proposed combined mutual information is proven to be an 
efficient technique to register medical images from multiple modalities. 
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We have registered slice images scanned in a single patient in the same or different 
scanning sessions by the proposed combined mutual information. Then we have used 
20 pairs of co-registered CT and PET slice images at three different resolutions to 
study the performance of the proposed measure. Registration of CT and PET images 
by the use of proposed combined mutual information is compared with the individual 
mutual information-based registration methods. The proposed method is also compared 
with the two intensity and gradient combination methods. Experiment results indicate 
that the proposed combined mutual information produces reliable registrations and it 
outperforms the intensity- and gradient-based measures at all three resolutions. Among 
all the three combining measures, the proposed combined measure is the best at the 
highest resolution regarding to accuracy and better than the other two measures at all 
resolutions regarding to robustness. 
Some future work could be performed beyond to the scope of this thesis. One is to 
extend the proposed method for three dimensional volume image registration. Though 
we should expect similar results for _volume images, it needs some work to finish the 
extension. To this end, we have to add three more directions, if rigid body transfor­
mation model is used, to the search space, which undoubtedly increases the complexity 
of the optimization process. We need to give special consideration to interpolation, 
because the voxel resolution of transaxial slices is often much bigger than in-slice voxel 
resolution. Both issues are related to implementation to some extent, but they indeed 
add some uncertainty to the performance of the proposed method for volume image 
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registration. 
Another topic is to investigate some other feature spaces , on which mutual infor­
mation is to be defined. In this thesis, we discussed mutual information defined on 
intensity, gradient, and combined space. It is possible to find more efficient feature 
spaces, however. By defining mutual information on those feature spaces, hopefully we 
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